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ABSTRACT 

In the field of computer security, phishing is process which is criminally fraudulent in nature 

is an attempt to acquire sensitive information which includes the things such as username, 

password, bank account detail, credit and debit card detail by masquerading as trustworthy 

entity in electronic communication. These communication purports to be forming auction 

sites, social web sites, luring offer as that of winning lottery, or IT administrator are 

commonly used to lure the unsuspecting public. In easy language it is typically carried out by 

instant messaging or email, and it often directs user to enter details at fake internet pages or 

websites whose look and feel are almost identical to the legitimate one for example such 

things happening in real world as if by the name of the product resembles with the name of 

the original product such as if email is sent by the company which is SBl which resemble that 

of the SBI the State Bank of India, asking for the updating of the bank detail. This kind of 

message is an attempt of phishing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phishing has become so rampant that even, the Oxford English Dictionary added “Phishing” 

to its latest publication making it a definitive word of English Language. It defines 

“Phishing
1
” as: 

“Phishing is the fraudulent practice of sending emails purporting to be from reputable 

companies in order to induce individuals to reveal personal information, such as passwords 

and credit card numbers, online.”  

As per the American Bankers Association “Phishing attacks use ‘spoofed’ e-mails and 

fraudulent Web sites designed to fool recipients into divulging personal financial data such 

as credit card numbers, account usernames and passwords, Social Security numbers, etc. By 

hijacking the trusted brands of well-known banks, online retailers and credit card companies, 

phishers are able to convince up to 5 percent of recipients to respond to them
2
.”  

In the field of computer security, phishing is measure which is criminally false in nature is an 

endeavor to gain delicate data which incorporates the things, for example, username, secret 

                                                      
1
 Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary available at 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/phishing accessed on 4/8/2020 at 4:05 PM   
2
 American Banker’s Association  available at http://www.aba.com/consumers/pages/phishing.aspx accessed on 

4/8/2020 at 4:10 PM  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_security
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/phishing
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word, financial balance detail, credit and check card detail by taking on the appearance of 

dependable substance in electronic correspondence. These correspondences imply to shape 

sell off destinations, social sites, drawing offer as that of winning lottery, or IT manager are 

normally used to bait the clueless public. In simple language it is regularly done by texting or 

email, and it frequently guides client to enter subtleties at counterfeit web pages or sites 

whose look and feel are practically indistinguishable from the genuine one for instance such 

things occurring in genuine world as though by the name of the item takes after with the 

name of the first item, for example, if email is sent by the organization which is SBl which 

look like that of the SBI the State Bank of India, requesting the refreshing of the bank detail. 

This sort of message is an endeavor of phishing.  

It is a case of social designing instrument that endeavors to trick and adventure client and 

exploit helpless ease of use of late web advancements. In a manner all these sort of thing 

which is criminal in nature adds up to the demonstration which is culpable in nature in a way 

is a sort of challenge to all the innovation, governing body and so on.  

The Internet has become extremely regular now daily, it has spread like air wherever on the 

planet, extending from amusement, to easygoing perusing, to data gathering, to Internet trade 

of various sorts. The client as part who is needed to connect with internet browser and 

business destinations is needed to verify him on those locales which are there to deal with the 

cash or web started exchange. Numerous validation strategies have been created by scientists 

over past decades; the secret key based verification is utilized by far most of sites available to 

customary people. Unfortunately, these passwords are exposed to different type of disruption 

which incorporates keystroke logging, phishing assault and other related ones. As of late the 

assaults a few assaults have been accounted for and organizations and law requirement 

offices have been assessing a gigantic misfortune because of this.  

Since current assaults include deceiving human clients by introducing imitations of confided 

in interfaces, there are considerable sociology issues included, including legitimate issues 

identified with the obligation of monetary and different establishments that utilization web 

verification, and human elements inquiries regarding how clients are tricked into entering 

touchy information into noxious sites, or tricked into introducing spyware that at that point 

completes vindictive action on the clients processing stage. Since this issue is profoundly 

noticeable and influences numerous clients past the examination network, this territory 

presents an astounding open door for effort, training, and innovation move.
3
 

 

                                                      
3
 The Team for Research in Ubiquitous Secure Technology (TRUST) is focused on the development of 

cybersecurity science and technology that will radically transform the ability of organizations to design, build, 

and operate trustworthy information systems for the nation's critical infrastructure, 

http://www.truststc.org/idtheft/ 
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ORIGIN OF PHISHING 

Internet developed in the year 1980, and first web page was developed in the year 1991. The 

word Phishing was coined around 1996 by the hackers who were stealing the America Online 

accounts and passwords. Taking analogy from the sport of angling, which popularly means 

“catching of fish”, these Internet scammers use email lures, setting out hooks to catch fish 

which is here account password and financial data from the sea of Internet users. This was a 

luck game for the scammers as if who would fall in the trap. The term is a variant of fishing, 

probably influenced by phreaking,
4
 coined by John Draper who created the infamous Blue 

Box that emitted audible tones for hacking telephone systems in the early 1970s, and alludes 

to baits used to "catch" financial information and passwords.  

Phishing is a type of data fraud wherein an aggressor endeavours to evoke secret data from 

clueless casualties. While in the past there has been noteworthy work on protecting from 

phishing, considerably less is thought about the instruments and procedures utilized by 

assailants, i.e., phishers. Of specific significance to understanding the phishers' strategies and 

inspirations are phishing units, bundles that contain total phishing sites in a simple to-convey 

design.
5
 

Phishing attacks now target users of online banking, payment services such as PayPal, and 

online e-commerce sites. Phishing attacks are growing quickly in number and sophistication. 

In fact, since August 2003, most major banks in the USA, the UK and Australia have been hit 

with phishing attacks
6
.  E-mail spoofing is e-mail activity in which the sender address and 

other parts of the e-mail header are altered to appear as though the e-mail originated from a 

different source. It is usually fraudulent but can be legitimate. It is commonly used in spam 

and phishing e-mails to hide the origin of the e-mail message
7
. 

TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS 

Phishing is rendered in many different ways, the phishers who are technically very 

innovative, having whole aim and purpose is to commit the act of phishing and make money, 

thus can afford to invest in technology. There exist a misconception which is that the phishers 

are amateurs ones rather it is not the case as most dangerous phishing attacks have been 

carried out as professional and organized groups. The interdependence and frequent use of 

internet by the common public, financial institution and their online presence gives a more 

authentic and reliable chance for the phisher to continue their job/ act. Thus investment in 

technology can be afforded by the criminal such as phisher which gives them illegal benefit. 

                                                      
4
"Phishing". Language Log, September 22, 2004. 

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/001477.html , accessed on 04/08/2020 at 3:45PM 
5
 Marco Cova, Christopher Kruegel, and Giovanni Vigna, “There is No Free Phish: An Analysis of “Free” and 

Live Phishing Kits” http://www.usenix.org/event/woot08/tech/full_papers/cova/cova.pdf, accessed 

on,03/08/2020, 3:53PM. 
6
 http://www.antiphishing.org/word_phish.html, accessed on04/08/2020 at 4:58PM 

7
 http://www.dspblackrock.com/mfonline/phishing_spoofing_vishing.asp, 03/08/2020 at 4:46PM 

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/001477.html
http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/001477.html
http://www.usenix.org/event/woot08/tech/full_papers/cova/cova.pdf
http://www.antiphishing.org/word_phish.html
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The Phishing involves different types of attacks via which the necessary details from the user 

can be revealed to the phisher. These attacks can be: 

Deceptive attacks: In this type of attacks the users are tricked by fraudulent messages into 

giving out information. The email messages which are sent to the user is prime example of 

this type of attack. 

Malware attacks: In this type of attack malicious software causes data theft. This type of 

malicious software automatically gets installed in our system or unknowingly we install them 

in our system which ultimately results into revealing of the personal information which 

includes the bank detail or other account detail to phisher.  

DNS-based attacks: In this the lookup of host names is altered to send users to a fraudulent 

server. This type of attack generally occurs to us when we use the proxy server or VPN client 

in our system, these software or client changes our DNS setting and are effectively able to 

catch up our browser generated cookies and send to phisher without or information.  

INDIAN PERSPECTIVE 

India is a creating nation; here everything including the online administrations are at essential 

stage which is implied that they are not as much created when contrasted with the 

advancement done as such far in the created nations. Presently days, Phishing is the greatest 

test that the corporate India is faces today, yet the attention to these phishing dangers for 

example the web danger is low all through India for both the IT directors just as 

representative and its nearly ignorance among the web clients. There have been instances of 

assault on site in India, budgetary establishment being the fundamental objective and the 

recurrence of these assaults makes certain with the ascent of web utilization in India
8
 . The 

assault of phishing occurrences have announced in India's huge state claimed banks like the 

Bank of India, State Bank of India and enormous private banks also which incorporates banks 

like Axis Bank and ICICI Banks. According to the Security Department of Axis Bank, the 

phisher have sent all the more then 1,00,000 messages to the different individual who have 

accounts in Axis Bank just as in different Banks. 

As of late a California based security firm announced that the assault of phishing has been 

made through which the username and secret phrase of the record holder in Punjab National 

Bank was attempted to take. In July 2008, the Bank of India confronted phishing assault were 

the client begun getting sends from a substance who was professing to be the bank agent. 

Later PA Kalyansunder, head supervisor, IT, Bank of India said that it was found that the 

                                                      
8
 B. B. Bhagat & L. Kharb : Phishing and Its Indian Perspective . The Internet Journal of Medical Informatics. 

2008 Volume 3 Number 2 
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webpage was a copy one which was being facilitated from Korea and looked for the 

assistance of CERT-IN, later on inside eighteen hours false site was closed down. 

In January likewise, two top financial association HDFC and ICICI were focus of phishing 

assaults in which messages were sent and the email message coordinated the clients that the 

banks are refreshing their online security component, the client should enter in his financial 

data in the site that the phony email drove them to. 

A couple of years back, the phishing was unheard for the web singular clients. In the course 

of the most recent one year, it was the most serious issue which was looked by the banks, the 

individual web banking. The achievement pace of this assault relatively got increasingly 

elevated and because of such upgrading outcome this phishing assaults have duplicated and 

turned out to be further developed. As per an ongoing overview led on the banks, over 57% 

of the banks actually don't have spending which is devoted to the online security which is 

identified with the online exchange as a major aspect of Information innovation relating to 

network safety in India. 

The banks in India have now fired up improving their security and grasping the most recent 

advances and have fired scaling up the security methods so the phishing assaults could be 

kept away from. Subsequently, phishing can never again be dealt with by an innovation 

arrangement alone. Banks need to set up the correct mix of innovation, strategy rules, and 

client attention to stay up with the expanding refinement with which fraudsters work. 

From the above discussion made, we now are able to understand that phishing is a type of 

cyber-crime in which the computer and internet is involved, which leads to the commission 

of online fraud via which the undue and illegal benefit is taken by providing the URL links to 

deceive the people to disclose their valuable personal data, and later on it is used to swindle 

the money from the victim account. 

Thus it forms the part and parcel of the cyber-crime and attracts penal provisions of 

Information Technology Act 2000. Following are the provisions related to this cyber-crime: 

Section 66: Hacking with Computer System
9
.  

(1) Whoever with the intent of cause or knowing that is likely to cause wrongful loss or 

damage to the public or any person destroys or deletes or alters any information 

residing in a computer resource or diminishes its value or utility or affects it 

injuriously by any means, commits hacking. 

(2) Whoever commits hacking shall be punished with imprisonment up to three years, or 

with fine which may extend up to two lakh rupees, or with both. 

                                                      
9
 Section 66 Information Technology Act 2000 
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 The victims account is in a way accessed by the phisher due to knowing the important details 

of bank account due to fraudulent act of phishing, and in a way leads to the leads to deletion 

or alteration of information or data electronically in the bank server, particularly in vicitim 

bank account. Thus under this case, phisher is liable to be punished under section 66 of IT 

Act.   

Section 66C – Punishment for identity theft
10

 

Whoever, fraudulently or dishonestly make use of the electronic signature, password 

or any other unique identification feature of any other person, shall be punished with 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years and 

shall also be liable to fine which may extend to rupees one lakh. 

In phishing emails the phisher deceives the victim and accesses the personal detail of the 

victim & then in a way obtains the identity of victim. The phisher uses this unique identity 

feature in before the bank or organization to take undue advantages. Thus it can be seen that 

it attracts the provision of Section 66 C of Information Technology Act 2000.  

Section 66 D Punishment for cheating by personation by using computer resource
11

 

Whoever, by means of any communication device or computer resource cheats by 

personation, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine which may extend to 

one lakh rupees. 

In the same as explained above in the provision of section 66C , the phisher personifies the 

bank or organization using the theft of identity or personal detail of account in banks or 

organization and cheats the victim, thus Sec 66 D gets attracted for this offence. 

PHISHING CASES 

For India the phishing is generally another idea. The greater part of the individuals don't think 

about the different sort of wrongdoing submitted utilizing the PC, web just as phones and 

other specialized gadgets. The utilization of such gadget is new for the majority of us and 

among us all almost 80% of us get things done in interest without thinking about the 

aftereffect of the demonstration. This inclination of different client results to the higher 

number of exercises of con artists where the honest public fall into the snare. In India, the 

most widely recognized type of phishing is finished by the email, in which it is to be 

imagined that the message has been sent by the bank. Where generally it is said that the 

personal detail or login detail along with the other bank related information is asked as for 

some made up reason like “the server of the bank is upgraded and you are required to give 

                                                      
10

 Sec 66 C, Information Technology Act 2000 
11

 Sec 66 D Information Technology Act 2000 
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information otherwise your account will be suspended”. It is worth to mention that the emails 

contains a fake website link which is replica of the genuine site, the customer thinks as if it is 

from the banks and fill the information and submits it’s; the result of which is that the identity 

is given to other i.e. phisher. Following are the message with a subject head that appear in the 

message that fool the individual public. Verify your account- You have won the lottery- If 

you don't respond within 48 hours, your account will be closed- Click the link below to gain 

access to your account- Other examples that we often see on our mail pages. 

RBI Phishing Attack: The phisher are very courageous, a daring one who has also used the 

name of the RBI i.e. Reserve Bank of India in commission of several phishing attack. These 

phishing emails disguised as if the message is originating from RBI and promises its recipient 

Rs. 10-20 Lakh as prize money within certain period of time; and a link is given therein 

which leads to web pages where the same logo of RBI is there having almost similar web 

address. If the user gets trusted on the mentioned link, and when asked via form to reveal his 

personal details and information like, account details including the password, I-Pin etc. 

However taking a preventive steps RBI a preventive steps and safeguard the interest of 

various internet individual users, the RBI has issued guidelines warning regarding the 

fraudulent phishing email attacks on official websites of banks. 

Phishing from Income Tax Department: The messages are sent to the users where by message 

content it is presumed that the messages are coming from the Income Tax Department and 

lures the user as if they are eligible for refunds paid in the form of income tax and for that 

they are required to disclose the PAN Number and Credit Card details. 

Google Phishing attack: The Phishing attacker has not let the Google even. The mail server 

of Google i.e. GMAIL, user received the legal notice from Gmail team stating that they 

wanted to upgrade Gmail account and for that they are required to give name, password, birth 

date, place of residence with the warning that who fails to update the details as mentioned 

within 7 days would lose their account permanently. The Google Authority called them an act 

of spoofing or password phishing by which it was aimed for the collection of personal 

information and denied for any such legal notice coming from them.  

The phishing endeavours are made having the comparable business as usual over the UTI 

Bank, SBI, ICICI Bank, HDFC Banks and so on. It has been accounted for that different 

client have gotten messages which looks like as though the message began from the bank 

worker requesting the refreshing of bank detail on some part. One who falls in the snare of 

those phisher lose their own data coming about to loss of monetary exchange.  

Not many Years before an episode was accounted for as Shukhvinder Singh who is the 

casualty when checked his record, it was indicated a derivation of Rs. 41,000 and he has no 

clue as where has the cash been deducted. The examination was led and was uncovered that 

cash had been moved to the Harpreet Chohan financial balance in Delhi. It was additionally 

discovered that Shukhvinder uncovered his internet banking username and secret word detail 
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in answering mail, in this manner has been casualty of the phishing assault on ICICI banks. 

The phisher changes the other individual detail, for example, the refreshing of wireless 

number so that if there should be an occurrence of exchange significant detail identifying 

with exchange couldn't be uncovered to the proprietor of the record. Harpreet Chohan who 

was claimed phisher told CNBC TV18 that he doesn't think about the cash as though how the 

cash was moved to his record; he even doesn't know to work the PC.  

Vijay Mukhi who is a Cyber Security master says that this for example phishing starts by 

getting harmless messages to the web clients saying that somebody is attempting to 

admittance to your record you have to re-present your secret word to us, and by tapping the 

connection, when you enter your subtleties and snap alright the username and secret word is 

given to phisher.  

As of late The Times of India announced that the UTI Bank client faces the phishing assault. 

Five individuals have been captured by Delhi Police out of which four are of Nigeria and one 

is from India. According to the police report, the charged purportedly sent messages that 

incorporated a hyperlink inside email itself. At the point when the client signed in with the 

fundamental subtleties, the data was sent to the denounced and later it was utilized to move 

the immense measure of cash to different records over the world utilizing I Banking office. It 

has been accepted by the police that it is a worldwide racket dealing with this issue, sitting in 

different district of world. 

FACTORS FOR INCREASE IN PHISHING ATTACKS 

Unawareness in Public: Especially in India, there is absence of IT proficiency. The 

individuals are unconscious about the things, wickedness which are going on web. They are 

ignorant that digital criminal consistently have a nearby watch on their own data and they 

don't receive an appropriate prudent instrument when directing on the web exercises. 

Unawareness of Policy: The ignorance of client with respect to the arrangements of utilizing 

web is the indirect access/piece of information for the digital crooks; they frequently contact 

the client seeing the subtleties referring to reason as it would be used for making sure about 

the financial balance. The client doesn’t know about it that the bank or budgetary 

organization don't request the individual detail whenever, it's their approach. 

Technical Sophistication: The phisher or the digital criminal have now begun utilizing trend 

setting innovation for leading the exercises of spamming, DOS or observation by which if the 

casualty utilizes the element and fills in the individual detail, it straightforwardly 

communicate or sends to them. Hence it gets imperative to build the mindfulness among the 

customer with the goal that the equivalent can be countered. 
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HOW TO AVOID PHISHING SCAMS 

Any place in any email you locate any critical solicitation for individual budgetary data, be 

ready for that. Never utilize the connection of an email or text or talk or go to any site page 

where you presume that it would take your own personality. Continuously keep away from 

the messages in which individual data is sought. Continuously guarantee that while executing 

through charge and Visa, a protected site is utilized by means of your internet browser for 

example HTTPS is utilized. Continuously stay up with the latest. Internet browser instrument 

must be utilized so as to shield you from different extortion website pages. Normally go to 

your bank and check for the bank proclamation and guarantee that all the exchange done 

through credit and charge card are exceptional. 

CONCLUSION 

Presently a day the all of us has begun utilizing the web banking office as there is a ton of 

advantages to it as you are not needed go to bank and remain in the line and trust that your 

turn will come. This element has brought before us two side of a similar coin i.e valuable just 

as damaging; productive for us as we can accept advantage and dangerous as other can take 

advantage of us by commission of a few demonstration which eventually results to 

misfortune. Phishing is one of such nature of digital wrongdoing where the individuals are 

baited by phisher with the concealed intention that they could uncover their own detail and 

that would be utilized by them for taking unjustifiable points of interest. It builds the danger 

to money related organization shoppers just as business ventures in India just as in entire 

world.  

It has now become the significant worry for us all as the online business industry is 

prospering and it is imperative to make mindfulness among each web clients, so the further 

commission of wrongdoing could be forestalled. The law implementation organizations, the 

lawmaking body, the business should meet up and arrange in their battle against the hazard of 

the Phishing. 

 


